The effect of In-flush technique application to the MBE-grown structure with self-assembled quantum dots is investigated in this work. The microphotoluminescence from structures with the InAs/GaAs dots grown with and without the In-flush has been investigated. We focus our attention on "not fully developed" dots, which can be clearly distinguished in the spectrum. The dots have also been identified in the transmission electron microscopy analysis of the structures. The In-flush does not influence a broad energy range of those features. Instead we have found that the anisotropic exchange energy splitting of neutral excitons confined in those in the structure grown with In-flush is substantially lower that the splitting in the structure with no In-flush. This observation confirms that the In-flush leads not only to better uniformity of self-assembled quantum dots but also to reduction of lateral potential, anisotropy, which is believed to result in the neutral exciton splitting.
Introduction
Self-assembled InAs quantum dots (SAQDs) grown on a GaAs substrate are intensively studied for numerous applications and interesting fundamental physics. It is well known that growth conditions critically affect their morphology. In particular, the application of In-flush technique [1] , which leads to formation of flat QDs, results in narrowing and the blue shift of inhomogeneous energy distribution of dots and characteristic excitonic shell structure [2, 3] . Moreover formation of In--composition fluctuations in a wetting layer (WL) was observed in such structures [4] . In this communication we study the effect of the technique on the quantum confinement in the structures with InAs/GaAs SAQDs. We show that the In-flush technique affects the asymmetry exchange splitting of neutral excitons in "not-fully developed" quantum dots.
Experimental procedure
The samples investigated in this work was grown by using molecular beam epitaxy and indium-flush technique [1] . It contains a 200 nm GaAs buffer on a semi--insulating GaAs substrate. Following the superlattice sequence was 20 nm thick AlAs, followed by a 20 nm * corresponding author; e-mail: maciej.molas@gmail.com
GaAs. This sequence repeated 20 times. Then GaAs layer was formed by supplying 20 nm of GaAs at 510
• C on a 600 nm thick GaAs buffer. After this a growth was started of 5.6 Å InAs QD with gradient of "nominal" thickness of InAs, which capped with a 20 nm GaAs cap for sample V0718 (without indium-flush) or with a 5 nm GaAs cap for V0719 (with indium-flush technique). The structure was completed with 85 nm GaAs for V0718 or 100 nm GaAs for V0719. A set of mesa structures was prepared on the sample in order to reproducibly locate a dot, optically addressed. The Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm) was used for photoluminescence (PL) excitation. The PL was measured at T = 4.2 K. The excitation light was delivered and the PL was collected via a microscope objective (spot size a few µm), dispersed by using a 1 m monochromator and detected by a CCD camera. The polarization of emitted light was analyzed by using a linear polarizer placed before the spectrometer.
Result and discussion
The PL spectrum from the investigated structure consists of the emission from the GaAs barrier and self--assembled QD [5] , as well as the emission related to the WL. The typical PL spectrum dependence on position on studied samples measured on a ten-micron-size mesa (10 µm × 10 µm) observed in the energy range 1.24-1.48 eV (see Figs. 1 and 2) .
We have analyzed the dependence of the micro-PL intensity of spectra on position on investigated samples. We observed an increase of the SAQDs with increasing of "nominal" deposition thickness of InAs. The emission from the QDs distribution was observed to shift from 1.07 eV for V0718 to 1.16 eV for V0719 (at room temperature) as a result of In-flush application. Using a two--oscillator model [6] the energy of the ground state of SAQDs at liquid He (LHe) temperature was estimated to shift from 1.15 eV to 1.24 eV. The relative intensity of the SQDs-emission and the WL-emission reflects the density of SQDs. The emission from NQDs was observed only in a few positions, which suggests a local character of In composition fluctuations in the WL. The low-temperature spectrum in samples with higher densities of SAQDs comprised also a series of sharp lines in the energy range of 1.30-1.45 eV. The power dependence of the spectra from both samples are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . It can be seen that the sharp lines do not disappear with decreasing laser power. This suggests that those lines are related to smaller quantum dots than the SAQDs, which we refer to as "not fully developed" quantum dots (XQDs). Density of XQDs is much lower than density of SAQDs. No effect of In-flush on the sharp lines energy distribution suggests its attribution to XQDs with heights lower than 5 nm (height of the first layer cap on V0719). We relate those lines to "not-fully developed" quantum dots, which are smaller than the dots from main QDs size distribution. To confirm the presence of XQDs in the investigated samples, the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was performed. Two quantum dots of a different size have been observed in the image of the V0719 sample (Fig. 5) .
In order to investigate single sharp lines, we have performed an analysis of the emission lines from the "not--fully developed dots" (see Figs. 6 and 7) from 2 µm × 2 µm mesas.
We have performed an analysis of the emission lines from the (see Figs. 6 and 7) . We identified neutral and charged excitons confined in the dots. The optical anisotropy of the neutral excitons due to anisotropic exchange interaction confined in the dots was found to be different for both samples. The splitting observed for the sample with no In-flush (of the order of 70 µeV) was usually a few times larger than anisotropy in the sample with the In-flush (of the order of 10 µeV).
Our observation suggests that the application of In--flush decreases not only the dot's energy distribution but also the symmetry of lateral localization potential. Although our analysis concerns the "not-fully developed" quantum dots we believe that our observation is of more general character and the application of In-flush technique affects also the symmetry of SAQDs, which may potentially be of importance for applications of those dots for quantum information processing.
